Continuous training is crucial for creating and maintaining the right skill-profile for the industrial organization's workforce. There is a tremendous variety in the available trainings within an organization: technical, project management, quality, leadership, domain-specific, soft-skills, etc. Hence it is important to assist the employee in choosing the best trainings, which perfectly suits her background, project needs and career goals. In this paper, we focus on algorithms for training recommendation in an industrial setting. We formalize the problem of next training recommendation, taking into account the employee's training and work history. We present several new unsupervised sequence mining algorithms to mine the past trainings data from the organization for arriving at personalized next training recommendation. Using the real-life data about trainings of 118,587 employees over 5019 distinct trainings from a large multi-national IT organization, we show that these algorithms outperform several standard recommendation engine algorithms as well as those based on standard sequence mining algorithms.
Introduction
In knowledge economy, the skills and expertise of the employees directly impact the effectiveness and productivity of the workforce. Training is important for creating and maintaining the right skill-profile for the organization's workforce. In an industrial setting, for each employee, the learning and skill development often happens through a series of training units (aka courses or trainings). There is a tremendous variety in the available trainings within an organization: technical, project management, quality, leadership, domain-specific (e.g. insurance, banking, retail), soft-skills and so forth. Many different delivery methods are used: web-based training (WBT), classroom trainings, external certifications, external trainings, MOOC courses, etc. Many trainings have overlapping contents, though they may differ in quality of instruction, depth of coverage, duration, difficulty levels, etc.
Sometimes an employee is mandated to undergo specific trainings, particularly when she joins a new project, to enable her reach the required expertise levels in tasks associated with the role assigned to her in that project. At all times, the employee can also voluntarily choose the trainings that she would like to undergo. Given all the diversity of available trainings, it becomes important to assist the employee in choosing the best sequence of trainings, which perfectly suits her background, project needs and career goals. While that is a long-term goal for our research, in this paper, we deal with a smaller part: how to recommend the next best training to any employee, taking into account her specific training history and work history. The goodness of a training c recommended at time t for a given particular employee e is measured in terms of the probability P e (c) that the employee will actually undergo c within some fixed time period starting from t. Thus, the best training c * to be recommended for an employee e is one for which this probability is maximum:
Our focus is on recommending the next training for any given employee; we are not concerned with long-term learning objectives of the employee or the organization. The idea is to build a recommendation system that individual employees can use; such a system should make use of the past training-related c * = argmax c P e (c) data within the organization to continually improve the quality and effectiveness of its recommendation. Since employees of large modern organizations spent considerable time and efforts in learning and development (L&D), such a recommendation system would prove to be very useful. Our specific contributions in this paper are as follows. We formalize the problem of next training recommendation, taking into account the employee's training and work history. We present several new unsupervised algorithms to mine the past trainings data from the organization for arriving at personalized next training recommendation. We show that these algorithms outperform several standard recommendation engine algorithms as well as those based on standard sequence mining algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes the real-life dataset containing training records from a large multi-national IT company. Section 4 describes the first set of our algorithms mainly based on sequence matching. Section 5 describes some baseline algorithms. Section 6 contains our algorithms which make use of two aspects which are specific to our problem, viz., change of project to which an employee is allocated and the trainings done by team members already in a project. Section 7 describes some standard recommendation engine algorithms. Section 8 further refines the proposed algorithms by making use of the fact that some trainings are very similar to each other. Section 9 contains experimental results of the algorithms on the case-study dataset. In Sect. 10, an approach based on Markov decision process for recommending next training is discussed. Section 11 contains conclusions and pointers to some future work.
Related Work
Recommendation systems is a well-established research area [1, 4, 5] , with a wide range of applications including e-commerce and e-health. Applications of data mining and recommendation systems to e-learning are also a well-researched area, with its own conferences. Much of the work done in this area is focused on academic learning recommendations, whereas we are focused on learning recommendations in an industrial setting.
The survey paper [20] points out that the traditional collaborative, content-based, knowledge-based and hybrid recommender systems dealing with users and items do not fit well due to additional complexities of technology-enhanced learning (TEL)-an observation that we empirically support in this paper. TEL recommenders incorporate additional information about learners, teachers and their context in the recommendation process. The knowledge level of the learner, academic grades, learning goals, learning style, etc., need to be considered for personalization. Within an enterprise, the learning systems offer freedom to the employees to choose a career path. An appropriate mix of the contextual information such as learning sequence similarity, technology and project context, identified by our approach, improve the recommendation performance for enterprise learning. Manouselis et al. [10] observes that the top-down, closedcorpus-based formal learning and intra-enterprise informal learning are different as the user tasks and goals are different. They summarize the usefulness of recommendation techniques such as collaborative filtering (CF) and data mining techniques such as k-nearest neighbour (kNN) or vectorbased models such as singular value decomposition (SVD) or matrix factorization (MF). In this paper, we have used many of these techniques as baselines and observe that these techniques do not consider the sequentiality of trainings and relations such as prerequisites among trainings, which reduces their effectiveness in enterprise learning scenario. Shani et al. [15] first propose the use of MDP, along with tolerances to the optimal reward values and high reward initialization for new items, to balance exploitation-exploration for recommendation of an item-set. In [12] , the authors suggest an upper confidence bound-based multi-armed bandit learning algorithm for recommending an item-set in online setting where items are correlated, specifically to the first item. The employed rewarding scheme for the multi-arm bandit provides an increased reward for the first bandit so that it recommends the right first item followed by a set of items which have inter-dependence. Such approaches for an item-set recommendation differ from our problem as we recommend only one item which is the next training.
In [9] , the authors provide for way-finding process among Moodle learning objects using personalized recommender systems (PRSs). The personalized recommendations are based on learning goals, learning activities and learner profiles. The next best learning activity is recommended by using a top-down formal knowledge model of activities, competences and the learner profiles along with informal bottom-up approach based on folksonomies and tagging data from social activity. In contrast to their model-based approach, which is difficult to define and measure in large organizations, we mine relevant patterns from a repository of learning data. [14] report a recommendation system for supporting students to better choose how many and which courses to enrol on, using the learning history of the students with similar achievements. The system suggests positive and negative recommendations to the students using a decision tree developed over attributes such as courses enroled in, name of the course, accumulative GPA, grade.
The authors in [16] propose individualized treatment effects (ITE) as a method to provide personalized feedback to students by using data obtained from evaluation of the pedagogical approaches and interventions as well as by identifying and characterizing at-risk students. The ITE quantifies the effectiveness of intervention and/or instructional regimes for a particular student based on institutional student information and performance data. The random-forest-based regression and classification methods are used to identify factors for student success, characterize the benefits of a supplemental instruction section, and suggest intervention initiatives for at-risk groups in the course. In [19] , the authors apply MF and CF to predict the rating or success/failure of a student for a given item or problem in a subject area which perform better than the linear regression or logistic regression methods. In this work, we show that the training recommendation using the mining of sequential patterns based on important domain knowledge elements performs better than MF and kNN user-based CF.
In [6] , the authors observe, as part of their review of educational data mining (EDM) and learning analytics area, algorithms such as association rule mining, sequential pattern mining are used for group formation for successful academic project execution, finding patterns in concept maps associated with overall learning, etc. The authors argue the need of identifying appropriate methods for suitable applications in aiding learning in academic set-up. Intelligent tutoring systems form another rich source of related research work; however, not all such systems include a component for personalized training recommendation. Zhu et al. [21] describe one such system for school-based personalized education system (PeRES) for learners as well as instructors. The system comprises of software-based multi-agents for static and dynamic users modelling, learning plan generation and adjustment, personalized content search, personalized recommendation, as well as real-time evaluation of the learning progress. The personalized recommendation agent is driven by learners' interests and instructors' guidance. They use data of learners' activities such as page browsing, chatting, which invades privacy in the context of an enterprise. The learner's interests are also not explicitly available in an enterprise.
Case-Study Dataset
We have trainings-related past data from a business unit within a large multi-national IT services organization. We have retained only technical trainings related to IT domain, software packages from business domains and project management. We have excluded trainings from core business domains (insurance, telecom, etc.) and soft-skills. We have removed trainings related to soft-skills and those about business domains (insurance, retail, telecom, etc.), unless the trainings were about IT systems or software packages in those business domains. The dataset has 118,587 distinct training sequences (one for a particular employee), containing at least two trainings. There are 5019 unique trainings (unigrams), each of which is present in at least one sequence, and which occur a total of 934,167 times, giving an average of 186.13 occurrences per training. Table 1 shows the top 10 most frequent trainings. There are 192,168 unique bigrams (ordered pairs of consecutive trainings) in the data, which occur a total of 815,580 times, giving an average of 4.24 occurrences per bigram; Table 2 shows top 5 bigrams. The summary statistics for the sequence lengths (i.e. number of trainings per employee) is: average = 7.89 STDEV = 8.196 , Q1:3, median = 5 , Q3:10. There are about 2836 (2.39%) outlier sequences of unusually long lengths ( > 32 ), which we have not removed. Figure 1 shows the histogram for sequence lengths-most employees, being junior, have shorter training sequences.
Many trainings belong to a specific technology area. We manually identified 45 Technology Groups (or just Groups), and their characteristic keyphrases. For example, keyphrases for group JAVA included: Java, JSP, "Core Java", Struts, J2EE, "Java Web". A simple algorithm then matched the training's title with this list of keyphrases and decided the appropriate technology group for it. For example, the training having the title Core Java, GUI and Rich Clients is automatically tagged to the group JAVA. We had a few simple conflict resolution rules when keywords from multiple groups were present in a title. Table 3 shows top 10 technology groups, both in terms of number of trainings and number of training instances (i.e. popularity).
Let C = {c 1 , c 2 , … , c M } denote the set of all available training ( M = 5019 in our dataset). Each training sequence (i.e. the sequence of trainings done by an employee) is a finite ordered sequence of elements from C and will be denoted = ⟨a 1 , a 2 , …⟩ , where each a i ∈ C . We use | | to denote the length, i.e. the number of elements in . We assume that all elements of are distinct (i.e. an employee does a specific training at most once). Let D = { 1 , 2 , … , N } denote the set of all N training sequences, where i is the training sequence of i-th employee; we have | i | ≥ 2 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N and N = 118,687 in our dataset. Let G = {g 1 , g 2 , … , g L } denote the set of all technology groups ( L = 45 in our dataset). The notation c j .TG denotes the technology group associated with a particular training c j ∈ C . A training in C may have multiple occurrences (or instances) among the training sequences in D. In addition to training sequences, we have the date on which each training in a given sequence was completed, along with the passing grade or marks (if applicable). Most employees are software engineers and work on software development and maintenance projects. We know the project to which an employee is allocated, along with her designated role in the project, when she completes a particular training. We know the technologies that each project uses, which is a non-empty subset of G. The role corresponds to the tasks that the employee is expected to handle in a project; e.g. Developer, Designer, Tester, Analyst.
Sequence Matching
Suppose a particular employee has the (temporally ordered) sequence of trainings = ⟨c 1 , c 2 , … , c m ⟩ . Our goal is to identify K trainings to be recommended to this employee. If the actual next training completed by this employee c m+1 (once it becomes known) is one of these K predicted (recommended) trainings, then we have a hit; else, we have a miss, i.e. we have made an error in prediction. Conceptually the simplest approaches for suggesting next training are based on sequence matching. Ignoring employee work history altogether, we view the past data as a set of sequences of trainings, each sequence corresponding to the training history of a particular employee. Given a query sequence = ⟨c 1 , c 2 , … , c m ⟩ , we propose several simple methods for predicting K trainings. Table 4 shows a small example dataset of sequences for N = 15 employees over the set of M = 8 trainings {a, B, c, d, e, f , G, H} . We will use the employee e having the sequence e = ⟨a B c⟩ to illustrate how various algorithms recommend a next training for e. Using the example dataset in Table 4 , and the test employee having the sequence of trainings ⟨a B c⟩ , the first training recommended by the algorithm Next-Frequent is d, as among the bigrams starting with c, the bigrams ⟨c d⟩ has the highest count (6) . The same training d is the top recommendation for this employee using NF-Lookback(2), since the trigram ⟨B c d⟩ has the highest count (3) among those with c in the middle. Top 2 recommendations of NF-Lookback-U(2) are d and e, because the trigrams ⟨B c d⟩ , ⟨B c e⟩ are the most frequent and bigrams ⟨c d⟩ and ⟨c e⟩ are the most frequent, so that their union leads to d and e. Given a training bigram ⟨a b⟩ , there is a considerable probability that a and b may have different technology groups: out of the total 815,580 bigrams, 419,738 (51.46%) show a technology group change. A TG transition model is a directed edge-labelled graph G = (V, E, ) , where the vertices are technology groups, there is a directed edge from A to B labelled with a positive real number 0 < (A, B) < 1 if a training of technology group A has the probability (A, B) of being immediately followed by some training from technology group B. Selfloops correspond to no change in the technology group in a training bigram. In our data, the top 10 outgoing edges from the vertex for technology group JAVA are shown in Table 5 . The edge probability is estimated by the fraction of the total number of edges outgoing from the vertex JAVA; e.g. out of 131,685 bigrams in which the first training is from technology group JAVA, in 87,322 (66.31%) bigrams, the second training is also from the technology group JAVA (i.e. the self-loop on the vertex JAVA has probability 0.6631).
Using this TG transition model, we can define another algorithm for predicting the next training.
-NF-TG-Transition: Recommend ⌈K∕2⌉ trainings using Next-Frequent. Let A denote the technology group for c m . Let B 1 , … , B ⌊K∕2⌋ be the ⌊K∕2⌋ most frequent outedges from the vertex A in the TG transition model. For each B i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊K∕2⌋ , select that training x i such that ⟨c m x i ⟩ is the most frequent bigram among the bigrams in which the second training is of technology group B i . The remaining ⌊K∕2⌋ recommended trainings are 
Sequence Mining
The next approach that we adapted for predicting next training is based on sequence mining. The input data for a sequence mining algorithm typically consists of a set of elements, where each element is a sequence of sets. For example, in a market basket setting, each element corresponds to the sequence of purchases of a customer, where each purchase is an item-set. In our data, each training sequence can be considered as a sequence of singleton sets (i.e. we assume that the trainings of an employee are essentially sequential and she undergoes at most one training at a time). Suppose a sequence mining algorithm outputs a set of frequent sequences from a given set of training sequences (technically, each frequent sequence is a sequence of singleton sets). We assume that there are no repeated elements in any given sequence. We say a sequence is very strictly right-aligned (VSright-aligned) with another sequence , denoted ⊣ , if is a subsequence of , and the last element of both sequences is same. For example, ⟨a d g⟩ is VS-rightaligned with = ⟨a b c d e f g⟩ . Note, the relation VSright-aligned is not symmetric; i.e. ⊣ does not necessarily imply ⊣ . This notion is very strict because of the following reasons. In our example, ⟨a x d g⟩ is not VS-right-aligned with because the training x is not present before g in . As another example, ⟨d a g⟩ is not VSright-aligned with because the order of trainings d and a is not matching with that in .
Next, given a positive integer k, a k-right-chop of a sequence , denoted (−k) , is the sequence obtained by removing k elements from the right end of ; the removed k element subsequence of is called the residue. We say that a sequence is VS-feasible for another sequence , if there exists a positive integer k > 0 such that the k-chop of is VS-right-aligned with . For example, both ⟨b g p q⟩ and ⟨b d g h⟩ are VS-feasible for = ⟨a b c d e f g⟩ . Note that ⟨b d g⟩ is not VS-feasible for this . We now discuss the idea of using frequent sequences mined from the given dataset D to predict the next training for any particular employee.
Let F denote the set of frequent sequences (at a fixed support s) obtained by a sequence mining algorithm from the given dataset D of training sequences. Let denote the training sequence of a particular employee. Let K denote the number of trainings we need to recommend for the employee corresponding to (e.g. K = 5).
The algorithm VS_Feasible_Seq works as follows. Let F � = { 1 , 2 , … , m } ⊆ F denote the subset of m frequent sequences such that each i is VS-feasible for the given . We output a set S of the union of first elements of the K residues of the most frequent sequences in F ′ , where each residue has a minimum support in the data. If F ′ contains fewer than K sequences, then we continue to add second elements from the residues. For example, suppose K = 5 , = ⟨a b c d e f g⟩ a n d F � = {⟨a b g h i⟩, ⟨b d g j w⟩, ⟨b c g r s t⟩} . T h e n S = {h, j, r} , which has fewer than K = 5 elements. So we add second elements from the residues, keeping most frequent ones as required, and the final output is S = {h, j, r, i, w} (assuming w is more frequent than s). If the actual next training done by this employee (after g) is in S then we have a hit; else we have a miss.
We can similarly define when a sequence is strictly right-aligned (S-right-aligned) with another sequence . For example, ⟨x a y d z g⟩ is S-right-aligned with , even though it contains other elements (x, y, z) that do not occur in before g. But note that the elements in that do occur in must form a subsequence of . Thus, ⟨x d y a z g⟩ is not S-right-aligned with , because ⟨d a⟩ is not a subsequence of . We say that a sequence is S-feasible for another sequence , if there exists a positive integer k > 0 such that the k-chop of is S-right-aligned with . In our example, ⟨x b y g p q⟩ is S-feasible for .
The algorithm S_Feasible_Seq works as follows. Let
denote the subset of m frequent sequences such that each i is S-feasible for the given . We output a set S of the union of first elements of the K residues of the most frequent sequences in F ′ . If F ′ contains fewer than K sequences, then we continue to add second elements from the residues, just as in the algorithm VS_Feasible_Seq.
Effects of Project Change
As mentioned earlier, the trainings of an employee are both project dependent as well as driven by her own interest. The training sequence is interleaved with a Boolean flag indicating a project change, which we indicate by a semicolon. For example, the sequence ⟨a b ; c d e ; ; f ⟩ indicates that this employee did two trainings while on first project, 3 on second project, 0 on third project and 1 in the last project. Different projects often are on different technology platforms, and hence when an employee joins another project, her trainings may change to reflect the new skill requirements. In this example, a and b may have the same technology group, whereas c, d and e may belong to a different technology group more aligned with the new project.
We tested the hypothesis whether change of project has a statistically significant impact on the technology group of the next training that an employee does, using the 2 -test as follows. Consider a typical bigram ⟨a b⟩ . Either there is a project change between a and b or there is not; similarly, either a and b have the same technology group or not. The contingency table is shown in Table 6 . The value of the 2 statistic is 12,103, which is too large, at degree of freedom = 1; hence, the null hypothesis is rejected and we conclude that project change and technology group change are not independent. The odds ratio is 3.07845 > 1 , which gives the same conclusion.
This shows that we need a prediction algorithm that makes use of the project change information. Suppose the employee e for whom the prediction is to be made has the training sequence such that the last training is, say g, and the technology group of g is say JAVA . Now there are two possibilities: either the employee has changed the project after doing g, or she is in the same project (at the time when the prediction is to be made). Suppose we know the ground truth (whether there is a project change after g or not). Moreover, if she has joined a new project, we also assume we know the technology groups being used in the new project. We modify each of the above algorithms to predict the next training for e by making use of this additional knowledge. We illustrate the process by describing in detail for a couple of algorithms.
We first define the notion of a lenient bigram. A usual bigram ⟨a b⟩ occurs in data whenever b occurs immediately after a in some sequence. Assuming a and b belong to different technology groups, a lenient bigram allows other elements to come in between a and b, as long as they all belong to the same technology group as a. Thus ⟨a i j b⟩ is still counted as the bigram ⟨a b⟩ , if both i and j have the same technology group as a. The notion of lenient trigram is defined similarly. Suppose trainings p and q belong to two different technology groups. Assuming p, q and r belong to three different technology groups, a lenient trigram allows other elements to come in between p, q, and r, as long as they all belong to the either the technology group of p or technology group of q. Thus ⟨p q i j r⟩ is still counted as the trigram ⟨p q r⟩ , if i has the same technology group as that of either p or q, and so does j. The notion of lenient trigram ⟨p q r⟩ also works when p and q have the same technology group, which is different from that of r.
The algorithm Next-Frequent-PC works as follows. If there is no project change after g, then it makes the same predictions as Next-Frequent. Suppose the last training g of employee e belonged to the technology group JAVA. Now suppose there is a project change and also suppose that the new project for e makes use of two technology groups, say ASSURANCE and WEB_TECHNOLOGIES. Now find ⌈K∕4⌉ most frequent lenient bigrams of the type ⟨g x⟩ , where the training x belongs to ASSURANCE technology group. Similarly, find ⌈K∕4⌉ most frequent lenient bigrams of the type ⟨g y⟩ , where the training y belongs to WEB_TECH-NOLOGIES technology group. Finally, find ⌊K∕2⌋ most frequent bigrams of the form ⟨g z⟩ using Next-Frequent i.e. without paying heed to their technology group of z. The final recommendation is the union of these sets. One complication is that the new project may include the technology group of g. In our example, the new project may use technology groups JAVA and ASSURANCE. In that case, we recommend the union of (i) ⌊K∕4⌋ trainings using NF-LookbackMatchTG(1) (which will recommend only those trainings having the same technology group as that of g), (ii) ⌈K∕4⌉ most frequent lenient bigrams of the type ⟨g y⟩ , where the training y belongs to ASSURANCE technology group, and (iii) ⌊K∕2⌋ most frequent bigrams of the form ⟨g z⟩ using Next-Frequent.
The algorithm NF-Lookback-PC( b ) works as follows. With b = 1 , it is the same as Next-Frequent-PC. We illustrate the algorithm assuming b = 2 . If there is no project change after g, then it makes the same predictions as NF-Lookback(2). Suppose the last two trainings of the employee are ⟨f g⟩ . Now suppose there is a project change after g and also suppose that the new project for e makes use of two technology groups, say ASSURANCE and WEB_ TECHNOLOGIES. Now find ⌈K∕4⌉ most frequent lenient trigrams of the type ⟨f g x⟩ , where the training x belongs to ASSURANCE technology group. Similarly, find ⌈K∕4⌉ most frequent lenient trigrams of the type ⟨f g y⟩ , where the training y belongs to WEB_TECHNOLOGIES technology group. Finally, find ⌊K∕2⌋ most frequent trigrams of the form ⟨f g z⟩ using NF-Lookback(2). The final recommendation is the union of these sets. The case that the new project may include the technology group of either f or g or both is handled similarly.
We now present another algorithm, which we call vTrain (Algorithm 1), which takes into account the project P to which a user e is currently allocated to. The idea is that people in the same project use a common set of technologies and hence their trainings will also be similar. Thus, to recommend the next training to e on a particular date d, we look at all the trainings done (up to the date d) by team members who are already in the project P. The algorithm simply scans the sequences dataset and counts the frequencies of bigrams in different ways (explained shortly), combines these counts as a weighted average score and selects K trainings having the highest score as the recommendation. The skipped count of an ordered pair of trainings ⟨a b⟩ (among a given set of sequences) is the sum of the counts of the trigrams of the form ⟨a x b⟩ , where x is any training. We define the co-occurrence count of a bigram ⟨a b⟩ as the number of sequences in which both a and b occur, but not necessarily in the same order, and not necessarily next to each other (i.e. with any number of other elements between them). The inverse count of the bigram ⟨a b⟩ is the count of the bigram ⟨b a⟩ . In our example, for the bigram ⟨c d⟩ the skipped count is 2, the co-occurrence count is 9, and the inverse count is 1.
In our dataset, we have both start and end dates of project allocation as well as the trainings for all employees. Thus, we can always find the subsequence of all the trainings that an employee did when she was allocated to a particular project P; we call such a subsequence as a projection onto a project P. Thus, if an employee's sequence is ⟨a b c d e f ⟩ and if she did trainings c and d, while she was allocated to a project P, then her projection sequence for P is ⟨c d⟩ . Given a specific project P, we first take the projection sequences for all employees who ever were allocated to P and then define the in-project count of a bigram ⟨a b⟩ as its count computed only using the set of projection sequences onto P. The in-TG count of a bigram ⟨a b⟩ is 0 if a and b belong to different technology groups and otherwise it is the count of the sequences in which a is followed by b with possibly other trainings of any other technology group occurring between them.
The weights for the bigram counts such as co-occurrence count or in-project count for use in vTrain (Algorithm 1) are learnt using a validation set carved out from the training data.
Baseline Recommendation Engine Methods
We have used several standard recommendation methods as baselines, in order to compare them with our algorithms, in this particular application of recommending the next training to a user.
-Nearest Neighbours NN(N 0 ) : Let M = |C| denote the total number of distinct trainings available. We represent each employee e as a Boolean training vector T e of size M, whose i-th entry is 1 if employee e has done the training c i , and 0 otherwise. For each employee e in the test dataset, we find the most similar N 0 employees using cosine similarity, then we compute the set of trainings which are present in the training vectors of these N 0 employees but are not present in the training vector of e, and recommend the K most frequent trainings among these to e. -Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [13] : Let U = {1, 2, … , |U|} denote the ordered set of users. Let I = {1, 2, … , |I|} be an ordered set of items. X is a matrix of dimensions U × I giving the ratings of each user for each item; this matrix X is, in general, quite sparse. A representation of the preferences of users is approximated by a |U| × k-dimensional matrix. Similarly, an item-wise representation of the preferences of users is approximated by a |I| × k-dimensional matrix. W and H are computed using SVD, and k is chosen in such a way that W × H T is as close to the original X as desired. The Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) method estimates W and H, when the pairwise item preference data from each user is available. The BPR method finds a model parameter vector Θ , which has the maximum posterior probability: p(Θ| ⪰ u ) = p(⪰ u |Θ) ⋅ p(Θ) , where ⪰ u is the preference relation over items given by user u. Here Θ consists of the elements of matrices W and H. They derive an estimator for the maximum posterior probability and use it for the optimal learning of the model parameter vector Θ . A general prior, p(Θ) , is used which is a normal distribution with zero mean and the databased variance-covariance matrix. The probability of a preference instance, such as user u prefers item i over item j, is modelled using the logistic sigmoid function parameterized by Θ . In our case, the items correspond to trainings and the preference relation of a user (employee) e is derived her sequence e of trainings as follows: for every training x ∈ e , and every training y ∉ e , we say x ⪰ u y . Given the 1 × k row W e of matrix W for employee e, we evaluate the score W e × H i for each training i not done by e and select the top K trainings with the highest value of this score as the K recommended trainings for e [7] .
-LDA: In the seminal paper [3] , the authors formalize the notion of a topic as a probability distribution over words. Based on the intuition that a document collection has multiple topics, and each document exhibits multiple hidden topics, they propose a generative graphical model called latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) to model the (imaginary) process of how the documents are generated. LDA by Blei et. al. [3] is the simplest topic model of document collections based on the intuition that documents exhibit multiple hidden topics, where each topic is characterized by a distribution over words. LDA is a generative topic model, and it assumes that documents are generated by an imaginary random process. Figure 2 shows the graphical model of LDA. When applying LDA to the recommendation scenario, an item is akin to a word and user's set of preferred items form a document. In this graphical model, shaded and unshaded variables indicate observed and hidden discrete variables, respectively. The words in documents are observed variables and the probability distribution over words for each topic ( Φ ), the distribution over topics for each document ( Θ ), the per-document per-word topic assignments (Z) are hidden variables. These hidden variables form the hidden topic structure. Let M D = <Φ, Θ, Z> denotes the hidden structure of a LDA model on a document collection D. Generative process of LDA can be described as follows:
where T is the number of topics, t is the word probabilities for topic t, d is the topic probability distribution, z n d is topic assignment and w n d is word assignment for nth word position in document d, respectively. and are topic and word Dirichlet priors, respectively. LDA finds a set of topics on the basis of word co-occurrence patterns in documents. In LDA, most probable words of a topic frequently co-occur with each other in the documents. The word co-occurrence patterns of a word give its contextual information, which can be used to disambiguate the word. Here, the words in documents are observed variables and the probability distribution over words for each topic, the distribution over topics for each document, and the per-document per-word topic assignments are hidden variables. Using Dirichlet priors for topic and word distributions, the LDA algorithm learns the hidden distributions using Gibbs Sampling or variational Bayesian methods. Thus, LDA effectively finds a set of topics on the basis of word co-occurrence patterns in documents, where the most probable words of a topic frequently co-occur with each other in the documents. In our case, trainings are words, and each sequence of trainings by a particular user is a document. A topic corresponds to a probability distribution over trainings. For a given test user u, a candidate training c and a topic t, we compute the score of c w.r.t. t, as the product of the probability that t occurs in the document (sequence of trainings) corresponding to u, and the probability of c in t. The final score of c for u is the sum of these scores over all topics t. The K trainings with highest scores are then recommended to u. To decide the optimal number of topics, we tested with possible values in the range of 5-45 and finalized 20 for its good performance.
-Bigram-based topic models: The bigram-based topic modelling [2] is extension of LDA, as it incorporates bigram-like subsequence information. The sequencebased topic models learn the distribution for each topic the context of the users to create recommendations. The CARS algorithm [8] adds keywords from user profiles as context to the LDA model for item recommendation. For applying CARS in our case, we used keywords from the names of the trainings done by a user as her profile. We additionally learn a probability distribution for each topic over the user's profile keywords. CARS adds an extra term to the formula for computing the score in LDA, which is the product of the probabilities of the keywords from the profile of u in the topic t. Both, LDA and CARS, ignore the sequence information, i.e. order among the trainings done by a user. -CSRS: The CSRS system [17] is similar to CARS, except that it incorporates bigram-like subsequence information. CSRS learns the distribution for each topic over all the training bigrams in place of the distribution over individual trainings, as in CARS. The CARS method of computing the preference score of a training c for a user u is modified to work with probabilities associated with a bigram.
Training Similarity
One important factor that affects the accuracy of training recommendation is training similarity. If trainings a and b are "very similar", then at an abstract level it is less important which of these trainings is actually recommended, although practically there may be reasons to prefer say a over b. Thus, accurately measuring training similarity has implications for quality and accuracy of recommendations. Ideally, one should measure similarity of trainings in terms of their contents, i.e. the concepts that they cover. However, two trainings which are "very similar" in their contents, may differ in terms of other aspects such as duration, quality of instruction or difficulty level. (We ignore these other aspects to measure training similarity.) If we had access to the training description or syllabus/concepts covered in the training, then we could use text-mining techniques to measure their similarity. However, we assume that we do not have access to such text; if such text is available, then the similarity measurement can be considerably improved. In its absence, we need to depend only on the past training sequence data of employees to measure training similarity. We do not have the training description or syllabus or concepts covered; therefore, the use of text-mining techniques to measure training similarity is not feasible. Although content-wise two "very similar" trainings may differ in aspects of duration, quality of instruction or difficulty level. However, we assume that we do not have access to such text; if such text is available, then the similarity measurement can be considerably improved. Intuitively, two trainings a and b are "very similar" to each other if (i) they belong to the same subject (i.e. to the same technology group in our setting); and (ii) a is replaceable by b and vice versa. Informally, replaceability means that employees in the same context have no particular preference for a over b or vice versa. We formalize the concept of replaceability as follows. We say that a training a is replaceable by b and vice versa if: (i) the trainings that people take before a and the trainings that people take before b are the same; and (ii) the trainings that people take after a and the trainings that people take after b are the same; and (iii) not many people take both a and b, i.e. a and b are independent of each other. Given a training c and the set of all trainings C, we obtain a probability distribution P past,c (x) over C, where P past,c (x) gives the probability that a training x ∈ C occurs before the training c. This probability distribution can be easily estimated from the set of sequences of trainings of all employees. In a similar manner, we can estimate the probability distribution P future,c (x) , which gives the probability that a training x ∈ C occurs after the training c. Note that both these are discrete probability distributions, since C is a finite set. We compute Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between P past,a (x) and P past,b (x) as well as P future,a (x) and P future,b (x) for any two given trainings a and b. If the average of the these two JSD values is below a user-specified threshold h 0 , we say that a and b are similar. We use the 2 -test to test whether the occurrences of a and b are independent. Thus, a and b are replaceable if a and b are similar and independent. We now use Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between probability distributions P past,c (a) and P past,c (b) to measure the similarity between the past contexts of the trainings a and b. We measure the similarity between P future,c (a) and P future,c (b) in a similar manner. We define the overall JSD value between a and b to be the average of the two JSD values: one between past distributions and the other between the future distributions. Given a user-specified threshold h 0 , we say that a and b are similar if the overall JSD value for a and b is less than h 0 . Note that the probability distribution P past,c (a) ( P future,c (a) ) ignores the order of trainings that occur before (after) a. Finally, we use the 2 -test to test whether the occurrences of a and b are independent. Thus, the formal definition that a and b are replaceable is that: (i) a and b are similar (as defined above); and (ii) occurrences of a and b are independent, as per 2 -test. As an example, overall JSD value for trainings Formatting E-mail and Configuring Message Options in Outlook 2013 and Mail Automation, Cleanup, and Storage
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in Outlook 2013 is 0.0067, whereas for Managing E-mail in Outlook 2013 and Working with Meetings in Outlook 2013 it is 0.0109, indicating that the latter pair of trainings has less similarity with each other.
Using this notion of similarity between trainings, we now re-measure the prediction accuracies of all algorithms discussed so far, as follows. If an algorithm predicts training a for an employee e, and the actual next training that e does is b, and a and b are replaceable as defined above, then mark this prediction is correct (i.e. a hit). We have empirically observed that the prediction accuracy of all algorithms improve to some extent, if we measure it using this relaxed notion of correct prediction. We report remeasured accuracies for a few algorithms namely Next-Frequent and NFLookback(2) reported as Next-Frequent-TSim and NFLookback-TSim(2), respectively, in Table 7 .
Experimental Evaluation
We split our dataset D of 118,587 sequences (one sequence of trainings for each employee) into two parts: training and test. The test dataset contains 23,718 sequences for 20% employees. From each sequence in the test dataset, we remove the last k elements (i.e. we take its k-chop), use the k-chop to predict a set S containing K = 5 trainings for that employee, and check if at least one of the k trainings in the residue is in S; if yes, we count that as a hit else a failure. We report the % of hits, which is the same as precision at 5 (P@5). We apply each of the proposed algorithms to this dataset, including the various baselines, and the results are shown in Table 7 . As seen, most of our algorithms outperform the various baselines, the algorithm vTrain being the best overall, across the various values of the horizon k. For tuning the weights of the bigram counts based on the different criteria in vTrain (Algorithm 1), we use grid search in a separate run where the available data are divided into training (60%), validation (20%), and testing (20%) datasets. The discovered weights for various bigram counts are in range (0.8, 1). Among our sequence matching algorithms, NF-Lookback(2) works the best, closely followed by Next-Frequent. The domain information added in form additional weighing of the important patterns such as in-project training bigrams or co-occurrence-based bigrams improves the accuracy of prediction as seen in vTrain. It is evident that the project or the technology group are important criterion which contribute to the decision choices related to the trainings. The error is mainly due to the exploratory nature of learning specific to each individual employee and this behaviour does not conform to the winner takes all strategy which is favoured by the proposed algorithms. The sequence mining algorithm VS_Feasible_Seq has higher Table 7 Comparison of various methods for predicting next training accuracy as compared to the abstract, latent feature-based methods involving matrix factorization and topic modelling. The learnt latent dimensions as in BPR, LDA, CARS or CSRS are also not refined enough due to exploratory nature of learning behaviour present in the training sequences, resulting in lower accuracies. As expected, adding training similarity to our algorithms generally improved the prediction accuracies where a maximum improvement of 4.94 in P@2 for K = 2 is noted for NF-Lookback-TSim(2).
To be fair, k-NN, MF, LDA or CARS, do not make use of the sequence information inherent in our dataset. Moreover, our data does not include feedback (ratings) for any training, which is a crucial element of many recommendation algorithms. We also have some baseline algorithms, which make use of the sequence information such as CSRS; our algorithms outperform these as well. We observe broadly that simple sequence matching algorithms are very useful for training recommendations based on past data. We also observe that adding some specific contextual information such as the project allocation or similarity between trainings generally improves the prediction accuracy. The cold-start issue is also being addressed in algorithms such as vTrain which use technology group of the held skills of a new employee as well as the technologies used in the project for which she has been recruited.
Kindly note that we have addressed the problem of recommending next training or only one training and hence the temporal ordering or position in the recommended set of trainings is not considered in evaluation.
Sequence Prediction Using Markov Decision Process
As in case of strategy games such as Chess, the next training recommendation can be based on a look-ahead over actions and associated rewards which accrue over time through possible next trainings as shown in [?] . The strategy or policy discovery methods explore the state space for rewards while exploiting the available past data. For this purpose, the Markov decision process (MDP) framework provides a mechanism to define possible state space, actions, transitions and projection of rewards through multiple decision epochs. For defining an MDP, it is important to design and define the reward associated with each state which represents the true utility of a training. In our case, this utility can be based on the domain knowledge as seen in algorithms such as vTrain.
Modelling a Markov Decision Process for Training Recommendation
In this section, we formally define an MDP for our setting of next training recommendation. An MDP is defined as a five-tuple {S, A, R, P, T} [11] where S represents a set of states, A is a set of possible actions, R represents rewards which is a set of real values associated with each pair of state and an associated action, P is the set of transition probabilities among states given each associated action, and T is the set of possible decision or time epochs. At a decision epoch, the user is in a state, say s ∈ S where S is of size M. In the training recommendation scenario, each state corresponds to a training where it represents a level of skill proficiency in related technology area. We assume that trainings are distinct in the available set. If we take into account cumulative learning (over the entire training history) of the user for defining state space over the possible proficiency levels of multiple skills, it will lead to a state-space explosion. In our model, we consider a state being defined by a training which represents proficiency level in a skill or a role. This assumption holds a simpler Markovian assumption for generation of training sequences.
The user can choose (and take) a training c ∈ C as the action, where C is the set of available trainings. The S and C are finite and are assumed to be time invariant of size M. The training c taken as the action would transition the user to state associated with the training c. When in state s i for an action taken as training c j the associated state transition probability from s i to s j is denoted by p(s j | c j , s i ) . In our model, there is one-to-one correspondence between a state s i and a training c i . We further simplify the notation for transition probability to p(c j | c i ) and further to p i,j .
In our setting the transition probability between the states is calculated using frequency data of individual trainings from the bigram instances as follows:
We also assert that
The associated reward with next training represents the gain in "utility" which includes increase in proficiency level in a technology or efficient role play in a project. In current manifestation, the reward is based on "popularity" of the training which serves as a proxy for its "utility". The rewards are associated with multiple factors such as frequency of training instances, frequency of transitions within a technology group or frequency of transitions within the project boundaries. In the model, this reward can be denoted by r(i, j) or r i,j . In current setting, it is associated with the target state of a transition, s j hence we simplify the notation to r j . The set of all rewards is R = r 1 , r 2 , … , r M .
For the reward initialization, the computation for each state is based on the domain knowledge where each state (training) will be assigned reward using following rules: -For each second training in a bigram, the state corresponding to second training will earn a reward of + 1. -If both the trainings in a bigram are taken during the same project, then the state corresponding to second training will earn a reward of + 3. -If both trainings in a bigram are in the same technology group, then the state corresponding to second training will earn a reward of + 2. -For a bigram, if the transition is from a "basic" level training to an "advanced" level training, then the state corresponding to the "advanced" level training will earn a reward of + 1 . These levels of trainings are derived using the domain-specific keywords present in the names of the trainings such as Beginner, Basic, Foundation, Advanced, Expert as well as by considering technology features such as Core Java, J2EE. -For a bigram, if the both trainings are available in the same training channel (i.e. same online learning system offers both the trainings), then the state corresponding to second training will earn a reward of + 1.
The time points at which decisions are made or the decision epochs are denoted by T. For the training, these epochs are discrete as the opportune time for training is selected by the user. This collection of sets { S = C, A = C, R, p(⋅|c i ∈ C), T } defines the Markov decision process.
Optimzing an MDP
In MDP, the user's goal is to maximize the reward stream which is the discounted sum of rewards or an average reward over multiple decision epochs. An optimal solution to the defined MDP is to learn the reward maximization behaviour of the system. A policy, maps each state to an action or a training in our case. If we obtain an optimal policy then for a user in state c i the next recommended training is c j = (c i ).
There are various exact or approximate algorithms to compute the optimal policy which are selected based on the number of states in MDP, computing power or memory available, etc. The most common algorithms are (i) value iteration, (ii) policy iteration and (iii) linear programming. Most of these methods attempt to maximize a value function, V defined for each training c i treated as the starting training, as follows:
where is the discount factor. As we see, this is a recursive equation which traces a Markov Chain across trainings (states) accruing the reward value, where the next training c j is as per the chosen policy. Thus, the value function of a policy assigns to each training c i , the expected discounted sum of rewards over infinite horizon as per the policy when the starting training is c i . The optimal value function, V * , provides an optimal value to each state c i as per the learnt optimal policy * , and is as follows:
In our setting, after initialization of rewards for all trainings and computing the transition probabilities, the value function is stabilized using value iteration. Through this procedure, we compute the optimal value function (or reward) as well as the optimal policy. This iterative procedure uses the following formulae, 5 and 6:
The variable z in Eqs. 5 and 6 denotes the number of decision epochs or iterations for computing optimal policy ( * ) along with value function for each state transition. Z is the maximum number of decision epochs.
For learning a stable policy, the error threshold value, , is set to 0.2 and the maximum number of iterations allowed are Z = 2000 . An MDP model, MDP Gen is constructed using complete training sequence of each employee from the dataset described in next section and its recommendation performance is reported in Table 8 . 
Factored Markov Decision Processes for Training Recommendation

Discussion on Experimentation and Results
We experimented with ensembles of the three models, MDP Gen , MDP Proj and MDP TechGrp , and results are presented in Tables 8 and 9 . For constructing MDPs, we have used a subset of the data available. The training dataset consisted of training sequences of 21,143 employees, having 186 distinct trainings, which are related to technology area of Java and J2EE. The test dataset consisted of training sequences of 2143 employees. There are 7741 unique bigrams in the training dataset and 3015 are in test dataset which are present in training dataset also. There were 9 technology subgroups defined within the technology area of Java and J2EE based on the domain knowledge. The training subsequences spanned 729 projects. We measure and report results as Precision@5 for horizon=3 for the individual as well as various ensembles of MDP models. For the best performing ensemble, we report Precision@5 for values of horizon from 1 to 5 in Table 9 .
For generating recommendations, the selection of next training or next action is as per the learnt optimal policy for an MDP model. For making recommendations using an ensemble, we sum the values associated with each of the next trainings (possible from current state) as per the optimal policy learnt for each of the member MDP model. For testing the performance of an MDP, we consider the last training of the employee as the current state after performing a right k-chop operation where k is the horizon value used for verification. In one of the ensembles, we have considered last two (after right k-chop) trainings for making predictions independently. In this case, we consider union of ordered sets of recommendations based on each of these two trainings. The top five of these trainings are recommended based on the sum of associated values from optimal policies of individual MDPs participating in the ensemble.
Kindly note that the results are reported on a smaller dataset for the MDP-based approaches. Interestingly, as shown in Tables 8 and 9 , the P@5 values for the residue sizes of k = 1, 2, 3 , are much lower than what is being achieved by for P@5 for k = 4, 5 . This is due to the higher reward being associated with the trainings towards the end of the residue size of 5 in a sequence rather than at the lower values of 1, 2 or 3. This is due to the exploratory nature of learning exhibited by employees and the MDPs learn exactly this optimality. It means that the recommended trainings with higher rewards are actually present towards the end of the larger residues of size 4 or 5 in the past data of training sequences. This leads to a finding that most of the employees explore different trainings at relative positions of 1, 2, 3 on their learning path to reach a higher rewarding training at relative position of 4 or 5. If training at relative position of 4 or 5 is taken directly, it provides higher optimal reward and hence such trainings are recommended by MDPs even for the lower values of k resulting in more misses. This effect is amplified in our case as we use past data to validate instead of a live system wherein the MDP-based recommendation system would have guided the employees to the trainings with optimal rewards avoiding exploratory trainings.
We have proposed an approach for next training recommendation using the ensemble of factored MDPs which shows promise though it is implemented for a smaller dataset. As seen from the prior work, the MDP models and the learnt optimal policies are used to initialize a recommendation system which is further tuned using reinforcement learning in an online setting. The current implementation of MDP and the computed optimal policy can be used for recommending a sequence of trainings based on the higher value gain after a look-ahead of n training predictions as a sequence. The solution can be further mined to search popular sequences of trainings achieving movement into higher roles or attaining higher proficiencies in a skill for an employee. The fMDP implementation can be further improved using other factors such as role as well as by improving the value function by including the interaction among attributes.
Conclusions and Further Work
In knowledge economy, the skills and expertise of the employees directly impact the effectiveness and productivity of the workforce. Training is important for creating and maintaining the right skill-profile for the organization's workforce. There is a tremendous variety in the available trainings within an organization: technical, project management, quality, leadership, domain-specific, soft-skills, etc. Hence, in this paper, we presented several new unsupervised sequence mining algorithms for training recommendation in an industrial setting, to assist the employee in choosing the best trainings, which perfectly suits her background, project needs and career goals. The input to the algorithms is just the database of sequences of past trainings done by the employees. Using the real-life data about trainings of 118,587 employees over 5019 distinct trainings from a large multi-national IT organization, we showed that these algorithms outperform several standard recommendation engine algorithms as well as those based on standard sequence mining algorithms. We observed that our simple sequence matching algorithms are very useful for personalized training recommendations based on past data. We also demonstrated that adding some specific contextual information (such as the project that an employee currently allocated to, or similarity between trainings) generally improves the prediction accuracy. We have also formulated the next training recommendation as an ensemble of MDPs with encouraging results. For future work, we are exploring an ensemble-based approach to combine predictions of the individual algorithms. We are enhancing our recommendation algorithms to make use of a detailed textual description of the contents of trainings. For example, using such descriptions, we can better represent the concepts covered in the training leading to a better similarity measure for trainings. We are incorporating feedback from people who have already completed a training to improve the recommendation algorithm, along with other information about the training such as its duration, or difficulty level. We are also exploring how more contextual information about the employee can be used to enhance the recommendations. We are exploring planning techniques to recommend a sequence of trainings to an employee in order to meet her long-term career aspirations, for example, aiding a programmer to move to the role of database administrator or GUI designer.
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